**Regents defer action on small-company bids**

By Mary Boese

(CBS) — Calling it "too soon," the Board of Regents Wednesday deferred action on small-company bids for control of three Palen- tium refineries in Iowa. By directing the refineries to small companies, the board effectively turned down a plan to sell the refineries to European investors. The board was considering the sale of one refinery to a German company and another to an Italian company. The third refinery was to be sold to an American company. The board was expected to make a decision on the sale of the refineries by the end of the year. However, after hearing from the public, the board decided to defer the decision and consider other options. The public expressed concerns about the sale of the refineries to foreign investors. The board will continue to consider the sale of the refineries to small companies. The decision will be made in the fall of this year. This is a complex decision that will require careful consideration. We will continue to monitor the situation and provide updates as needed.
Indian monsoon kills 33

The first of the monsoon rains in Madras draped 16 inches of rain in a single day, killing 33, including women and children. Roads turned into rivers, cutting power and covering cars in their flooded bottoms, officials and witnesses said. At least 250 people died.

The official All India Radio and the Press Trust of India quoted officials as saying that the rains had caused widespread destruction in southern India.

Nigerian govt. ready to deal with border crisis

Javier Perez de Cuellar, United Nations Secretary-General, arrive in Lagos, Nigeria, Wednesday it would establish a de-escalation zone in the tense border area with Cesta Raza to prevent Washington from pressing the U.S. to seek military solutions to the border tension, but that the U.S. would still seek to resolve the crisis.

"The U.S. side, represented by Nigeria, is basically withdrawing and according to the border dispute, which has been the cause of the border tension," Perez de Cuellar told reporters. He refused to negotiate in a meeting on Tuesday at the State Department with the Nigerian government.

"We're going to enjoy it now, but like we want to discuss Moscow's assistance in the arms production and the modernization program on FB-111A," Perez de Cuellar said. "The contract to Rockwell was awarded in May 1983 for the modernization program on FB-111A," he said.
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Rivalry goes on among vendors, restaurants

By Wendy Roche

When Patty Mihlber's Pastry noticed five vendors lined up to get into the downtown area, she knew there was a wind of change blowing through Iowa City.

While the downtown area is still not saturated with street vendors, Mihlber said she hopes to open a new location in the downtown area by the end of July. The current location is near Holiday Inn, off the plaza.

The Iowa City council recently began the process of creating a street vendor ordinance. The ordinance, which would be designed to help regulate the number of street vendors in the downtown area, would require a license, an insurance policy and a yearly fee.

Mihlber said she is excited about the possibility of opening a downtown location, but she is also concerned about the competition.

"We were just starting to get a little bit of recognition," she said. "It's a little bit of a hassle when you're raising the bar and then you have someone else raise it higher.

"I'm really happy about the fact that we have a downtown area," she added. "But we're also looking towards the future, especially with the downtown area being developed.

Mihlber said she is also interested in opening a location near the University of Iowa, but she is not sure if that is feasible at this time.

"We're still looking at a lot of different options," she said. "We're definitely interested in looking at a downtown location, but we're also looking at other areas as well.

"It's a little bit of a balancing act," she added. "We want to make sure that we have a location that is going to be successful, but we also want to make sure that we have a location that is going to be competitive.
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Mihb...
**Ballet dancer's future bright**

By Sarah Hash

The Joffrey Ballet, until recently, was best known as the American version of the Russian ballet. But last spring's spring series proved that the company was more than just a Russian copycat. This spring, the Joffrey is back with a fresh new production: "The Nutcracker," a ballet that is equal parts enthusiasm and sophistication.

In this year's production, the Joffrey Ballet will be performing "The Nutcracker" for the first time. The ballet was created by George Balanchine, who is known for his innovative choreography. The Joffrey Ballet's production will be directed by Dorothy L. Cline, who has also directed productions of "The Nutcracker" for other companies.

The Joffrey Ballet's production of "The Nutcracker" will feature a cast of 150 dancers, including both adult and child performers. The company's artistic director, William J. Davis, has described the production as "a magical and enchanting experience." The Joffrey Ballet will perform "The Nutcracker" at the Auditorium Theatre on December 15 and 16. Tickets are on sale now.
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UI to get new phone system

The UI's new telephone system is scheduled to be in place by December 1. The new system will be fully operational by February 1985, according to station manager Jerry Selzer.

The new system was designed with the input of students, faculty, and staff. It will allow for easier access to information and services.

The new system will have several features, including a directory assistance feature. It will also allow for easier access to local and long-distance telephone service.

The new system will be fully operational by February 1985.

Council to add parking levels

The Iowa City School Board voted to add two levels to the Dubuque Street parking ramp this summer. The board made the decision after receiving a recommendation from the Iowa City Parking Committee.

The addition of two levels to the parking ramp will provide additional parking space for students, faculty, and staff.

The Iowa City School Board voted to add two levels to the Dubuque Street parking ramp this summer.

School board democratic study called for

Larry Duncan

The Iowa City School Board accepted unanimously a proposed democratic study of the school district. The study, which will be conducted by the Iowa City Public Schools, will examine various aspects of the school district.

The study will focus on the school district's educational programs, policies, and procedures. It will also examine the school district's fiscal matters. The study will be conducted by the Iowa City Public Schools.

The study will be conducted by the Iowa City Public Schools. It will examine various aspects of the school district.
Legal rights for battered women increased—but problem remains

By Cynthia Hardcastle Staff Writer

According to FBI statistics, a wife is battered by her husband in every 18 seconds. The National Crime Survey, carried out by the FBI, found that 10 in every 100 women said they were victims of domestic violence, a nausea and often fatal disease. In the United States, the disease predominate in 15 to 20 percent of the population. 

Legal rights in Iowa have improved for battered women. According to the Iowa City Rape Victim Center, the UI copy centers offer many of the same services the commercial centers offer, but they are more accessible to the battered women. 

"These women will have access to the UI copy centers and even in some services the commercial centers offer many of the same services," said Miller. "These women will have a place to go to live with," she said. 

"By being followed and watched," she said. "You can't go back to a situation where the violence is revealed positive," Kline said. "Instead, April is a bad month. The UI copy centers also allow professors to print materials for the classes." 

Miller said that last summer a bill passed the Iowa legislature that would make domestic violence a crime, and now the UI copy centers are open to the battered women. 
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Panda won’t mother her cub

MEDIVICU ZAP—Zoe took her last breath on Thursday and dying a day older panda cub, beloved by millions of fans around the world and dubbed "Baby Ying" in honor of her mother Ying Hua and China’s capital of Beijing, was born 25 weeks premature.

The premature birth of the giant panda cub Zoe, born Thursday in the Chongqing Zoo in Beijing, was so delicate that vets and researchers were on the edge of seats.

"Zoe’s birth was a genuine medical and veterinary miracle," said Dr. Jian Ping, a leading panda specialist.

Zoe should have been born in the Chongqing Zoo in late March or April, but she was born 25 weeks prematurely due to medical complications.

Feeding the cub

"Zoe needs to be fed three times a day, eight bottles, and her mother will also need to be fed," said Dr. Jian Ping.

The premature cub is only five to six weeks old, far too young to be able to care for herself. The cub was born at about 16 weeks of gestation, far shorter than the 21 weeks normal for giant pandas.

Despite its weak physical condition, Zoe remains alert and active, responding to the sounds of her mother and others. The zoo is hoping the cub will pull through."

Zoe was born on Thursday night, weighing 1.6 ounces. "It’s a tough situation, but we’re confident Zoe will pull through," Dr. Jian Ping said.

Zoe’s birth is a significant achievement for the Chongqing Zoo, which has been working hard to help protect the endangered giant panda species.

While the future of Zoe remains uncertain, the zoo is hoping she will grow strong and make her way to the Wild Life World zoo in woman another two weeks.

The panda cub will be named later in the year.

The zoo has named the cubs "Baby Ying" in honor of its mother, the giant panda Ying Hua, who was born in the Chongqing Zoo in 1979 but was later sent to Japan.

In October 1983, Ying Hua gave birth to a cub, 'which was given to China in 1986.

The Chongqing Zoo has a long history of panda breeding efforts. "We’re hopeful that Zoe will grow strong and join her mother, who is one of the world’s most famous pandas," Dr. Jian Ping said.

The zoo is also working to help protect its panda population. "We have more than 100 giant pandas in our collection," Dr. Jian Ping said.

Zoe was born in the Chongqing Zoo on March 22, 2003, and her mother, Ying Hua, was born in the Chongqing Zoo in 1979 and sent to Japan in 1986.

The zoo has been working hard to help protect the endangered giant panda species. "We’re hoping Zoe will grow strong and join her mother," Dr. Jian Ping said.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court on Friday agreed to hear arguments in a challenge to a federal law it had never considered before, but did not rule on the constitutionality of the law. The law, which prohibits officials from engaging in political activities while in office, was challenged by Rep. Jim Courter, R-N.J., who said the law was a violation of his constitutional rights.

The Court's decision, noted on the face of the court order, clearing the way for it to rule on the merits of the case, was reached after a lengthy hearing in which both sides presented their arguments.

"We shall continue to use all our efforts to secure the enactment of a law that will provide for the free expression of all political views, and to ensure that the rights of all citizens to engage in such expression are fully protected," the Court said in its order.

"We believe that the Court's decision to hear this case was a wise one, and we will continue to work for a solution that respects the constitutional rights of all Americans," said Courter, the lead plaintiff in the case.

The Supreme Court's decision to hear the case comes after a series of lower court rulings that have struck down a number of similar laws over the years. In recent years, the Court has upheld laws that prohibit government officials from engaging in political activity while in office, but has also struck down laws that have been found to be overly broad or to criminalize political speech.

"We are pleased that the Court has agreed to hear this case, and we look forward to arguing our case in the highest court in the land," said Courter.

"We believe that the government should not be able to silence political speech simply because it is critical of its policies," he added.

The Court's decision to hear the case is a significant setback for press freedom advocates, who were hoping for a ruling that would strike down the law and allow officials to engage in political speech as a matter of course. The decision also comes as the country faces a number of political controversies, including the ongoing investigation into the origins of the 2016 election.

"We believe that the Court's decision to hear this case is a significant step forward in ensuring the free flow of political information," said Courter.

"We will continue to work for a solution that respects the constitutional rights of all Americans, and we will not be deterred by today's decision."
Sportsbriefs

Kennedy signs third swimming recruit

Carolyn Kennedy, of Penfield, N.Y., has signed a national letter of intent to attend the University of California, Los Angeles. The 16-year-old Prep girls swimmer in the 100-meter freestyle, the 200-meter freestyle and the 800-meter freestyle in the high school region in the 200 individual medley and 100 backstroke in the New York State Public High School Athletic League.

Qualifying for Lipton Tennis meet set

The Lipton Tennis Classics, the first Lipton qualifying tournament, has been scheduled for Saturday at City Park.

The winner of the local qualifying may advance to the Regions playoff of the 1987 Lipton Tennis Series. The top qualifier from each region will advance to the nationals in Florida. The fields are available in the Iowa City Recreation Department office. 220 South Gilbert. Registration is required.

Another plea bargain in Tulane scandal

NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - A guilty plea by a former Tulane basketball player to charges of conspiracy to commit sports bribery will improve the chances that the team will advance to the national finals, to be held in Florida.

Djivan Division counts of conspiracy to commit sports bribery, with the other

Wimbledon Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Trans向き</th>
<th>USFL</th>
<th>Standings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 31</td>
<td>Chamberlain vs. Connors</td>
<td>6-3, 6-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1</td>
<td>Connors vs. Hewitt</td>
<td>6-7, 6-2, 6-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2</td>
<td>Hewitt vs. Lendl</td>
<td>6-3, 6-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cubs considering new home

PASO. - The Cubs have been looking for a new home for the next four years and have been considering several possibilities. The team is currently playing in Wrigley Field, but the Cubs have been looking for a new home for some time.

The Cubs have been considering a number of options, including a new stadium in Chicago, a new stadium in St. Louis, and a new stadium in Milwaukee.

The Cubs have been in talks with several municipalities about building a new stadium, and there have been a number of proposals put forward. The Cubs are looking for a stadium that will be able to accommodate a large number of fans, and they are also looking for a stadium that will be able to be used for other events.

The Cubs have been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Chicago, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city. The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in St. Louis, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city.

The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Milwaukee, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city. The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Kansas City, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city.

The Cubs have been in talks with several municipalities about building a new stadium, and there have been a number of proposals put forward. The Cubs are looking for a stadium that will be able to accommodate a large number of fans, and they are also looking for a stadium that will be able to be used for other events.

The Cubs have been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Chicago, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city. The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in St. Louis, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city.

The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Milwaukee, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city. The Cubs have also been considering the possibility of building a new stadium in Kansas City, but they have been unable to come to an agreement with the city.

The Cubs have been in talks with several municipalities about building a new stadium, and there have been a number of proposals put forward. The Cubs are looking for a stadium that will be able to accommodate a large number of fans, and they are also looking for a stadium that will be able to be used for other events.
Tour de France features 180 tough racers

PARIS (AP) — The Tour de France, the toughest and most prestigious annual race, could have its first English-speaking champion ever among the 180 riders who start out on Friday on the 24-day race around the country.

Floridians from English-speaking nations — including many from Canada — Beyond Scotland and Ireland — to the Tour de France left wide open by the absence of defending champion Lance Armstrong.

Tour de Switzerland and Dublin Winners Phil Anderson of Australia, the top rider of 1986, and Jeff King of the United States, Kathleen Jolicoeur of Canada, Steve Zaidi of the United States, and Frenchman Robert Milliez are among the 180 riders to start the first stage on Friday in Paris.

The race is open to anyone who is 18 years old and has a passport issued in an English-speaking country.

EXCEPT FOR LEADER, each will be leading one of the 18-man teams that start the race in Vannes in northwestern France, circle the north into the Alps, cross the south into the Pyrenees and return for the traditional finale on Pont Avenue du Champs Elysees on July 22.

The team of the riders from the United States and Belgium is the only team to include riders from a non-English-speaking country.

The team has been the most popular of the so-called "cruising" category, which is made up of riders from the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

The team raced in the Tour de France for the first time last year and was one of the most popular in the Tour de France, finishing second in the team time trial and winning the two main time trials for the Tour de France, the Dauphiné and the Tour de Suisse — both in Austria.

One of the major teams to join the Tour de France for the first time is the French team of Jean-Pierre Dardenne, which has been one of the top riders in France in recent years.

Dardenne is a 20-year-old former student at the University of Paris and has been a regular on the Tour de France circuit since he was 16 years old.

The team has been popular in the Tour de France, finishing fourth in the team time trial and winning the two main time trials for the Tour de France, the Dauphiné and the Tour de Suisse — both in Austria.
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T., best furnished unfurnished.

Heat

Bedrooms, $550.

Paid

street parking appliances including

appliances, building, Great

Location, microwave,

room

Laundry Facilities. Ask About
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laundry. Surprising summer rentals. Call

from
to campus.

Central. August
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Iowa, Iowa, 52242.

354-3412

or visit our model homes at 106 21st Ave. Place

COUNT DOWN on Phase I

Sold 3 BD Townhouse $49,990

3, 2 BD Townhouse $34,990

2 Bedroom Flats $29,990

2 Bedroom Flats $39,900

Phases II, III and IV prices increase because our sales shows.

THERE'S NO BETTER VALUE

NO POINTS

LOW DOWN PAYMENTS

Quiet area with pool, deck and clubhouse.

Model hours: Mon.-Fri., 11-6; Sat., 10-3; Sun. 2-5

Call 354-3412
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Sports

Victory-hungry Cubs stop skid at 13

(Chicago, IL) — Keith Moreland hit a two-run home run in the sixth inning, then drove in the winning run in the seventh, as the Chicago Cubs stopped a six-game losing streak by beating the Los Angeles Dodgers 3-2.

Moreland, who is leading the National League in hitting with a .368 average, hit his 14th home run and drove in his 30th run. He has now hit safely in 34 straight games and is hitting .439 in that span.

The Cubs, who had lost 9 of their last 10 games, improved to 32-35 and moved into a tie for sixth place in the National League West with the Los Angeles Dodgers and the San Diego Padres.

Manager Don Zimmer praised Moreland's performance.

"He's a great hitter and a great fielder," Zimmer said. "He's been hitting consistently all season and has been a key to our team's success.

"His latest home run was a key hit in tonight's game. He's a real asset to our team and we're glad to have him."